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Abstract:  

 

There are some learning activities which are difficult to effectively replicate 

in an online environment. Engineering laboratories are one such activity, where on-campus 

delivery is still the dominant mechanism, and online delivery is in its preliminary stages. This 

thesis undertakes a virtual lab design a course in electrical and electronics engineering. 

Virtual laboratories are described as “essential educational tools which provide students real-

simulated experiments that can be conducted at any time, without instructor surveillance or 

guidance.”. 

In our thesis we developped web virtual lab for Operational Amplifier course, the application 

was developed using HTML, CSS, SVG and JS langages, it has been tested by some students 

and their feedback were intersting to improve the application 

 

key words: Remote lab, virtual lab, op-amplifier, svg, electronic, E-learning, distance 

learning,GUI 

 

Résumé :  

 

 

Certaines activités d'apprentissage sont difficiles à reproduire efficacement dans un 

environnement en ligne. Les laboratoires d’ingénierie sont une de ces activités, où la livraison 

sur le campus est toujours le mécanisme dominant, et la livraison en ligne est à ses débuts. 

Cette thèse consiste en un laboratoire virtuel à concevoir un cours en génie électrique et 

électronique. Les laboratoires virtuels sont décrits comme « des outils éducatifs essentiels qui 

fournissent aux étudiants des expériences simulées de manière réelle et qui peuvent être 

menées à tout moment, sans surveillance ni encadrement par un instructeur ». 

Dans notre thèse, nous avons développé un laboratoire virtuel sur le Web pour le cours 

d’amplificateur opérationnel. L'application a été développée à l'aide de langages HTML, CSS, 

SVG et JS. Elle a été testée par certains étudiants et leurs retours ont été intéressants pour 

améliorer l'application.  

 

 mots clés: Laboratoire distant, laboratoire virtuel, amplificateur opérationnel, svg, 

 E-learning, formation à distance, Interface graphique. 
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 التلخيص:
 

ك بعض ليأنشط  يصعب مح يم بفع ر اإنترنت. التع ر  ع راحيث تعت ت نيك سي الم تر ئي  اال رب اح  ال

ك ، في ت اخل الحا يزا التع حين أنه اأنشط معي هو اآلي يم  ،ر الج ئ ر اإنترنتف الس  ايزا في لتوصيل ع

لى. ه اأ  مراح

ون ه اا  ر  تت ر افترايي لتصييم عيل م ت ح من م .رر ني تر اإل ئي  رب س ال في ال  

صف ال  اقعي يتم  طا تج  سي توفر ل ييي أس ا تع ن "أ را اافترايي ب ت كيه،ي ن إجرا مح ه في يي

ن إشراف أ  قت  ل أست مشرف توجيه منأ   ".ق  

حت ى اانترنيت، فق قي في أرر ر افترايي ع ت يل بتطوير م يق عي ر ل تط        تم تطوير التشغيل. حيثي

HTML CSS SVG JS ا ست : ب لي رمج الت لغ ال      

يق لكبع   . م مثير لاهتي لتحسين التط ت نت ماحظ ك ل بعض الطا  تم اخت من ق  

 

 

اج اليست  :الكلما المفتاحي   يم عن بع ,  ني،التع تر يم اإل ، التع ي ر عي ر افترايي، م ت ، م ر عن بع ت م
svg  , الرسومي                                                                                         
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General Introduction  

Like Maria Montessori said "only practical work and experience lead the young to maturity " 

so the practical work is very important for students, especially the College of Science and 

Technology because it brings them closer to their future work environment but some 

department are having problems like the lack of devices and the vow of classes. 

One of main problems in teaching electronics today is practical work, the number os tudenst 

registred in licenec is large and the lab classes are limited. So we proved in this work a virtual 

op-amplifier lab and the procedure to develop the main interface. 

Building of virtual electrical and electronic laboratories facilitates students’ autonomic 

learning. Through virtual experiments, students can preview experimental contents, get to 

know experimental process and observe possible experimental phenomenon. Therefore, 

students will be easier and more confident at experimental classes and experimental teachers’ 

workload will be reduced. 

Virtual electrical and electronic laboratories are mainly used by beginners of electrical 

specialties in universities. Therefore, application interface and experimental content are 

simple and easy to operate; there are many experimental instructions. 

This is why we have implemented this thesis to discuss a solution to avoid this problem and 

avoid this obstacle and deliver information to the student with minimal damage This solution 

is based on the development of a graphical user interface for Virtual Op-amplifier lab using 

SVG, HTML5, CSS3 and JS. 

For educational applications, the teacher may first introduce the principle of Operational 

Amplifier and then ask students to enter the virtual Op-Amplifier laboratory by using a tablet 

computer for interactive operation. Students can select a practical work by following the 

system direction and conduct experiments to observe its response. If they make a mistake 

during operation, the system will provide a textual reminder to show the right way of doing it. 

After all tasks have been completed, the students can take the online test to evaluate their 

learning achievements. This study used the innovative learning technology to enhance 

students’ scientific literacy, research skills and problem-solving ability. Combining virtual 
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reality with the situated learning theory, the “virtual op-amp laboratory” was designed as an 

app to achieve the goal of exploring operational amplifier circuit. Students can realize the 

principle schemes of op-amplifier through interactive operation and instant feedback, and 

become familiar with the operating procedure via repeated practices. A teaching experiment 

was conducted in this study to investigate whether the virtual op-amplifier laboratory can 

enhance students’ learning effectiveness as well as their learning interest and motivation. 

Our thesis is devidesd into four chapter, in the first one, we began to talk about the state of art 

in virtual laboratory progress for different scientific domain, in the second chapter we got 

acquainted with the programming langages used to develop the graphical user interface for the 

application. After that, we hacve presented in chapter 3 the design of the graphical interface 

for our virtual -lab based on Operational Amplifiers and their applications in electronic 

circuits design and signal conditionning. In this virtual lab design, we integrated a link to 

download the courses and we added a questionaire concerning the practical work. Finally, we 

tested the application on a group of students and registered their responces on tables to see 

how they have responded with it. 
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Problematic: 

One of main problems in teaching electrical engineering and electronics today is practical 

work to be done by students. The number of registred studenst in licence level is large and the 

lab classes are limited. The disponibility of teacher’s and assistant in practical work also is 

limited.  So we present in this thesis a solution based on the development of a virtual op-

amplifier lab and the procedure to develop the main interface. 

Building of virtual electrical and electronic laboratories facilitates students’ autonomic 

learning. Through virtual experiments, students can preview experimental contents, get to 

know experimental process and observe possible experimental phenomenon. Therefore, 

students will be easier and more confident at experimental classes and experimental teachers’ 

workload will be reduced. 

Virtual electrical and electronic laboratories are mainly used by beginners of electrical 

specialties in universities. Therefore, application interface and experimental content are 

simple and easy to operate; there are many experimental instructions. 

However, the web lab development requires e-learning techniques and Web development 

software knowledge such as HTML5, CSS and to make the interface interactive we do need 

SVG and JavaScript. 
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State of the art in virtual laboratories 

 

In the last decade a number of fully software based virtual laboratories in different fields have 

been developed. In most cases they are specific to an educational context and do not 

offerpossibilities for generalization to a platform applicable to a wider class of engineering 

disciplines. These laboratories have different levels of technical complexity. For the purpose 

ofthis paper we have selected examples which are seen to be relevant to the present state 

ofdevelopment and are inline with the identified future trends and which cover different 

STEapplications.  

I .1General initiatives 

The general initiatives have a wider focus and try to provide a framework for both virtual and 

remote-access-physical facilities. Exemple: 

a) "LiLa" is the acronym for the "Library of Labs", an initiative of eight universities and three 

enterprises, coordinated by University of Stuttgart (Germany) [2]. The project "LiLa" was co-

funded by the European Commission by its eContent plus programme. The goal of the project 

was to promote the mutual exchange of and access to virtuallaboratories (simulation 

environments), and remote laboratories.  

b) The Go-Lab Project (Global Online Science Labs for Inquiry Learning at School) was a 

European collaborative project co-funded by the European Commission (Seventh Framework 

Programme) [3][4]. It united nineteen organizations from twelve countries, coordinated by the 

University of Twente (Netherlands). These online labs can be used by universities, schools, 

instructors and students, in order to extend regular learning activities with scientific 

experiments. 

I .2 Science-physics 

a) Project VccSSe (Virtual Community Collaborating Space for Science Education) was a 

three year project started in October 2006, as a collaboration between several institutions from 

UK, Romania, Spain, Greece, Poland, and Finland. The main purpose of the VccSSe was to 

adapt, develop, test, implement and disseminate training modules, teaching methodologies 

and pedagogical strategies based on the use of Virtual Instrumentation in different areas of 
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science (physics, chemistry, biology) in order to benefit students through the availability of 

virtual instruments in the classroom [5]   

b) The TEALsim, is an open source environment designed for authoring, presenting, and 

controlling simulations. It was developed by the TEAL (Technology Enabled Active 

Learning) Project at MIT (Massachusetts Institute of Technology). One of the objectives of 

TEALsim, is toincrease student’s conceptual and analytical understanding of the nature and 

dynamics of electromagnetic phenomena. TEALsim is very useful in electromagnetism, 

helping students to visualize phenomena. [6]  

I .3Process technology 

a) The Virtual Laboratory "Ironmaking" has been developed at the RWTH Aachen University 

in Germany (Department of Ferrous Metallurgy), aiming to provide a deep understanding of 

theblast furnace process (Babich&Mavrommatis, 2009). The key innovative component of the 

Virtual Laboratory is the VSM (Visual Simulation Model) software that processes parameters 

entered and outputs bothoperating and learning results. The VSM software is implemented in 

Java. Teachers and learnerscan interact with each other using a software interface that allows 

monitoring of the activity ofthe learners; the answering of their questions; and analyzing the 

results. 

b) The Department of Chemical Engineering at Oregon State University created the Virtual 

CVD Learning Platform (Figure 1.). It simulates the process of the chemical vapor deposition 

(CVD). 

The Virtual CVD Learning Platform provides a capstone experience in which students 

synthesizeengineering science and statistics principles[7] Simulation of the reactor is based on 

fundamental principles of mass transfer and chemical reaction, obscured by added disturbance 

(“noise”). The advanced software features include a 3-Dgraphical user interface, an instructor 

Web interface with integrated assessment tools, and adatabase server.  

 

Figure 1. The Virtual CVD Learning Platform (Koretsky et al., 2008). Figure shows 

loading of wafersinto a CVD furnace within 3D graphical user interface. 
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I .4 Engineering - non robotic 

 

   a) A virtual laboratory for control systems applied to technological plants was designed at 

Slovak University of Technology in Bratislava [8] The laboratory provides for virtual 

simulations of three technological plants (liquid storage tank system, tube heatexchanger, and 

continuous stirred-tank reactor). For instance, a liquid storage tank system simulates system 

dynamics, utilizing two general mathematical models of the plant (non-linearand linear). Each 

of the models consists of several ODEs (Ordinary Differential Equations), depending on the 

number of tanks in the system.  

   b) The concept of a multiplatform virtual laboratory for educational purposes was developed 

by the UniversitatPolitècnica de Catalunya, Barcelona, Spain (Signal Theory and 

CommunicationsDepartment). This virtual laboratory provides control system experiments at 

University level. The main concepts illustrated by the magnetic-levitator virtual experiment 

include: PID (Proportional-Integral-Derivative) controllers, root locus controller design, and 

ITAE (Integral Time Absolute Error) optimal controller design [9] c) The TriLab project was 

developed at Loughborough University, UK. This novel laboratory 

model combines the three access modes (Hands-On, Virtual, and Remote) in one unifying 

software package (the TriLab), by using LabVIEW [10] The focus of our interest is in the 

virtual mode, which is the Process Control Virtual Laboratory (PCVL). It isused for 

demonstrating control systems concepts via manipulating a simulated model of a physical 

process. The PCVL provides a virtual model of an Armfield PCT40 tank filling process, as 

well as additional control and regulation capacities. Researchers at Firat University (Turkey) 

described the creation of a Virtual Electric Machine 

   d) Stevens Institute of Technology (USA) developed an innovative method for teaching 

mechanicalengineering students about machine dynamics. An online virtual laboratory 

enables students tolearn by interacting in a virtual environment (Figure 2.), much like 

massively multiplayer onlinegames such as Half-life 2, The Sims, WoW (World of Warcraft), 

and Second Life. The gamebased laboratory environment was created as part of the course 

"Mechanisms and Machine Dynamics" which introduces the principles of kinematics and 

dynamics and applies them to linkages, cam systems, gear trains, belt and train drives, 

couplings, and vibrations. Users (students, teaching assistants, and professors) design their 

own avatars and discuss projects through instant messaging, all within a virtual 3-D 

environment of the laboratory. In this virtualenvironment, the laws of physics are applied. 
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Users are able to manipulate equipment andmachinery in order to set up their experiments. 

Once set up, the experiment yields data based onthe interactions of the parts. Progress is 

monitored by the professor and teaching assistants, andlearning is assessed with quizzes 

before and after the laboratory exercise [11] 

 

Figure 2. Virtual laboratory at Stevens Institute of Technology (Aziz et al., 2009; Aziz et al., 

2014). Good 

example of the realization of all four criteria defined in Section 3. 

I .5 Engineering – Robotics 

 

   a) RoboUALab (Figure 3.) is designed as a virtual and remote laboratory to simulate and 

execute amanipulator robot, and it is developed at the University of Alicante, Spain. 

RoboUALab is asystem that allows students to practice movement commands with a 

simulated industrial robot. 

Also a real robot, located in a laboratory of the University of Alicante, can be handled by vis- 

-cous friction), and programming Java routines for their robot manipulator. In general, the 

only equipment that thestudent requires are a computer connected to the Internet, the Java 

runtime library, and either theVRML software or the Java 3D runtime library, depending on 

the version of the RoboUALabbeing used. Advanced RoboUALab features also include a 

virtual camera enabling users to viewa virtual workspace projection of an eye-in-hand virtual 

camera, and data visualization tools thatenable users to view in real-time all the variables 

meansof tele-operation. This system has been developed since 1999, with several versions 

having beenreleased since then. The latest version of the applications are based on Easy Java 
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Simulations, anopen-source tool for people who do not have advanced programming skills. 

The user-friendlyinterface and the graphical simulation are very realistic. With this virtual 

laboratory, students canlearn robotic concepts such as: robot kinematics (using the Denavit-

Hartenberg approach), pathplanning, robot dynamics (affected by link masses, inertias and 

viscous friction), and programming Java routines for their robot manipulator. In general, the 

only equipment that thestudent requires are a computer connected to the Internet, the Java 

runtime library, and either theVRML software or the Java 3D runtime library, depending on 

the version of the RoboUALabbeing used. Advanced RoboUALab features also include a 

virtual camera enabling users to viewa virtual workspace projection of an eye-in-hand virtual 

camera, and data visualization tools thatenable users to view in real-time all the variables 

concerning the position, transformation, andkinematic and dynamic models of the virtual 

robot (Torres, Candelas, Puente, Pomares, Gil, &Ortiz, 2006; Jara, Candelas, Puente, & 

Torres, 2011). 

 

Figure 3. RoboUALab (Torres et al., 2006;Jara et al., 2011). Besides graphical interface, 

figure shows 

   b) A virtual laboratory for teaching mobile robotics was developed at the Department of 

ComputerScience, Tecnológico de Monterrey (Mexico). The original aim was to develop a 

novel coursefor teaching basic robotics at the undergraduate level, with several new didactical 

and technicalcontributions (Noguez& Enrique Sucar, 2006 

    c) ROBOMOSP (ROBOticsMOdeling and Simulation Platform) was developed by the 

Robotics 

and Automation Group (GAR) of the PontificiaJaveriana University, in Cali, Colombia. It is a 

3-D multiplatform, and a CAD system implemented with open-source tools. This modeling 
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and simulation environment for robotic manipulators, adds novel characteristics and functions 

that are not found in most of the other commercial and noncommercial robotic software 

packages that are available. It includes a solution to the multibody dynamics problem using an 

approach based on the automatic calculation of the mass properties of robot multibodies.  

 

Figure 4. ROBOMOSP (Jaramillo-Botero et al., 2006). Figure shows robotic 

manipulator executing 

d) The VCIMLAB (Virtual CIM Laboratory) was developed at the Eastern Mediterranean 

University, Cyprus [12] It is an educational software 

application for training users on the operating principles of CIM (computer integrated 

manufacturing) and automated production systems, which make use of industrial robots, 

CNCmachines, and automated assembly equipment. The system provides a 3D interactive, 

virtuallaboratory environment (Figure 5) 

 

Figure 5. VCIMLAB (Hashemipour et al., 2011). Automated production system presents 

virtual replica ofthe real CIM laboratory. 
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    e) The Virtual Laboratory for Robotics (VLR) was developed at ETF [13] The idea behind  

VLR was to demonstrate the main 

features of industrial robots, being perfect examples of complex mechatronic systems. State-

of the-art technologies are used in order to realize the VLR concept, through appealing 

graphical modules, and a modern user interface. The notion of dynamics is of key relevance in  

the concept. 

 

 

Figure 6. VLR at ETF [14] Reveling of the inner structure, shown on the right, can be 

extremely useful for deeper understanding of mechanism principles. 

  f) USARSim is an open source high fidelity multi-robot simulator that can be used both for 

education and research. Development of the simulator started at Carnegie Mellon University 

andthe University of Pittsburgh. Although it was originally developed for urban search and 

rescuesimulations, it is a general purpose multi-robot simulator. USARSim is platform 

independent and runs on Windows, MacOS and Linux.  

In order to provide a systematic and concise summary of comparison and evaluation of virtual 

labs, we have organized the evaluation results into the form of Table 1. The table gives the 

relevant data: institution, funding, and an evaluation note according to the proposed criteria 

described above 
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Table 1. List of virtual lab projects with specifications. 

 

Project  
Coordinating 

Institution 
Field  Funding 

year 

LiLa 

University of 

Stuttgart, GER 

 

General 

initiative 

European 

Commission 

2009 

Go-Lab Project  

University of 

Twente,Netherland 

 

General 

initiative 

European 

Commission 

2013 

VccSSe 
Valahia University of 

Targoviste, Romania 
Physics 

European 

Commission 

2006 

TEALsim MIT, USA Physics 

National 

Science 

Foundation, 

Davis 

Educational 

Foundation 

2010 

Ironmaking 
RWTH Aachen 

University, Germany 

Process 

Technology 

University 

research 

2009 

The Virtual 

CVD 

Learning 

Platform 

Oregon State 

University, USA 

Process 

Technology 

University 

research 

2008 

Virtual 

laboratory 

of process 

control 

Slovak University of 

Technology, 

Bratislava 

Engineering 

- 

non robotic 

University 

research 

2011 

Multiplatform 

Virtual 

Laboratory for 

educational 

purposes 

UniversitatPolitècnic

Catalunya, Spain 

Engineering 

- 

non robotic 

University 

research 

2012 

TriLab 
Loughborough 

University, UK 

Engineering 

- 

non robotic 

University 

research 

2013 

Virtual Electric 

Machine 

Laboratory 

FiratUniversity, 

Turkey 

Engineering 

- 

non robotic 

University 

research 

2009 

Virtual 

Laboratory 

Environment 

Stevens Institute of 

Technology, USA 

Engineering 

- 

non robotic 

University 

research 

2009 

RoboUALab 
University of 

Alicante, Spain 
Robotics 

University 

research 

1999 
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Virtual 

Laboratory for 

Mobile 

Robotics 

Department of 

Computer Science, 

Technológico de 

Monterrey, Mexico 

Robotics 
University 

research 

2006 

ROBOMOSP  
PontificiaJaveriana 

Univer, Colombia 
Robotics 

University 

research 

2006 

VCIMLAB  
EasternMediterrane

an Univ, Cyprus 
Robotics 

University 

research 

2011 

VirtualRobot 

Polytechnic 

University 

of Valencia, Spain 

Robotics 
University 

research 

2004 

VLR  

School of Electrical 

Engineering,Univ. of 

Belgrade, Serbia 

Robotics 
University 

research 

2007 

USARSim 
University of 

Pittsburgh, USA 
Robotics 

National 

Institute of 

Standards 

and 

Technology, 

USA 

2005 

COSIMIR  

University of 

Dortmund,GER 

 

Robotics commercial 

2002 

RoboLogix 
Logic Design Inc., 

Canada 
Robotics commercial 

1996 
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To realise a remote lab we need to use a few programming languages to build our project in 

this chapter we will introduce the web technology we used 

GRAPHIC USER INTERFACE 

A graphical user interface (GUI) is an interface through which a user   I nteracts with 

electronic devices such as computers, hand-held devices and other appliances. 

 This interface uses icons, menus and other visual indicator (graphics) representations to 

display information and related user controls, unliketext-based interfaces, where data and 

commands are in text. GUIlrepresentations are manipulated by a pointingdevicesuch as a 

mouse, trackball, stylus, or a finger on a touchscreen. 

The need for GUI became apparent because the first human/computer text interface was 

through keyboard text creation by whatiscalled a prompt (or DOS prompt). Commands were 

typed on a keyboard at the DOS prompt to initiate responses from a computer.  

Some useful languages to design web interfaces. 

II .1 SVG    [15] 

Scalable Vector Graphics (SVG) is an XML based vector image format for two-

dimensional graphics with support for interactivity and animation. The SVG specifications 

an open standard developed by the World Wide Web Consortium (W3C) since 1999. 

SVG images and theirbehaviors are defined in XML text files. This means that they can 

be searched, indexed, scripted, and compressed. As XML files, SVG images can be created 

and edited with any text editor, as well as withdrawing software. 

All major modern web browsers—including Mozilla Firefox, Internet Explorer, Google 

Chrome, Opera, Safari, and Microsoft Edge—have SVG rendering support. 

 

Figure 7. the difference between svg qualityy and the author image form 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/XML
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vector_image_format
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Two-dimensional
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Two-dimensional
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Open_standard
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/World_Wide_Web_Consortium
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Search_algorithm
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Subject_indexing
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scripting_language
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Data_compression
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Text_editor
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Web_browser
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Mozilla_Firefox
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Internet_Explorer
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Google_Chrome
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Google_Chrome
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Opera_(web_browser)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Safari_(web_browser)
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Microsoft_Edge
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Comparison_of_layout_engines_(Scalable_Vector_Graphics)
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II .2 HTML5 [16] 

Hyper TextMarkupLanguage (HTML)is the standard markuplanguage forcreating a static 

Web pages and web application  

HTML describes the structure of Web pages usingmarkup 

 HTML elements arerepresented by tags and theyare the building blocks of HTML 

page.  

 HTML tags label pieces of content such as "heading", "paragraph", "table", and so on 

 Browsers do not display the HTML tags, but use them to render the content of the page 

 

Figure 8.visualisation of a HTML page structure :  

 The <!DOCTYPE html> declaration defines this document to be HTML5 

 The <html> elements the root element of an HTML page 

 The <head> elementcontainsmeta information about the document 

 The <title> elementspecifies a title for the document 

 The <body> elementcontains the visible page content 

 The <h1> element defines a large heading 

 The <p> element defines a paragraph 
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HTML Tags 

HTML tags are elementnamessurrounded by angle brackets: 

<Tag Name>content goeshere...</tag Name> 

 HTML tags normally come in pairs like <p> and </p> 

 The first tag in a pair is the start tag, the second tag is the end tag 

 The end tag iswrittenlike the start tag, but with a forward slash insertedbefore the tag 

name 

a) Web Browsers 

 Web browsers (Chrome,IE,Firefox,Safari..) receive HTML documents from a web 

server or from local storage and render the documents into multimedia web pages. 

HTML describes the structure of a web page semantically and originally included cues 

for the appearance of the documentThe browser does not display the HTML tags, but 

uses them to determine how to display the document. 

 Only the content inside the <body>section (the white area above) isdisplayed in a 

browser 

 Most recent HTML is HTML 5 

b) CSS [17] 

CSS stands for Cascading Style Sheets, describes how HTML elements are to 

bedisplayed on screen, paper, or in other mediaitsaves a lot of work. It can control the 

layout of multiple web pages all at once 

 Externalstylesheets are stored in CSS files 

CSS isused to define styles for the web pages, including the design, layout and variations in 

display for differentdevices and screen sizes. 

HTML was NEVER intended to contain tags for formatting a web page! 

It wascreated to describe the content of a web page, like: 

<h1>This is a heading</h1> 

<p>This is a paragraph. </p> 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Web_browser
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Web_server
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Web_server
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Browser_engine
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Semantic_Web
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When tags like<font>, and colorattributeswereadded to the HTML 3.2 specification, itstarted 

a nightmare for web developers. Development of large websites, where fonts and color 

information wereadded to every single page, became a long and expensiveproces 

II .3 JavaScript[18] 

Javascript is a dynamic computer programminglanguage. It islightweight and most 

Commonly used as a part of web pages, whoseimplementationsallow client-side script to 

interact with the user and makedynamic pages. It is an interpreted programming language 

with object-oriented capabilities. 

JavaScript was first known as Live Script, but Netscape changed its name to JavaScript, 

possibly because of the excitementbeinggenerated by Java. JavaScript made its first 

appearance in Netscape 2.0 in 1995 with the nameLiveScript. The general-purpose core of the 

language has been embedded in Netscape, Internet Explorer, and other web browsers. 

The ECMA-262 Specification defined a standard version of the core JavaScript language:  

 JavaScript is a lightweight, interpreted programming language. 

 Designed for creating network-centric applications. 

 Complementary to and integratedwith Java. 

 Complementary to and integratedwith HTML. 

 Open and cross-Platform 
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III.1 Presentation of selected Practical work 

The designed virtual lab is for 3rd year Licence students in electronic department, the course is 

Operational Amplifier and its applications. 

The main applications proposed for student s are: Inverter, Non-inverter, Integrator and 

derivator circuits. 

The student can get more details on the circuits by getting the course in PDF file, he can 

download it from main page. 

Once the student selects a practical work “PW” to do, we present the figure 4 with all 

switches and then he should select the approporiate switchs to design the selected PW. 

 

 

Switch matrix relay for 4 PW is presented in table III.2 

Switch\state S1 S2 S3 S4 S5 S6 S7 

Inverter 1 1 1 1 0 1 1 

Non-inver 0 1 1 1 0 1 1 

integrator 1 1 0 0 1 1 1 

derivator 1 0 1 1 0 1 1 

Table III. 2Switch matrix relay for 4 Pw 

If the students select the wrong Switch then he will get a warning message “You can damage 

the device”, so he will get another chance to change the switch status. 

The proposed Practical work in our Virtual lab are: 
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   III.1.1 Inverter:  With two resistors we can construct the fundamental feedback network 

of a negative feedback amplifier. Depending on the terminal at which the signal is applied, the 

fundamental negative feedback configuration can be in the inverting amplifier 

arrangement, where the input signal, Vin, is applied to the inverting terminal, Figure, or in 

the non-inverting amplifier arrangement, where the input signal, Vin, is applied to the non-

inverting terminal, Figure 7(b). 

 

Figure 9. Inverter amplifier 

 

 

  Vout=-R2/Rin*Vin 

Results of Simulation of the circuit 

And the Vin and Vout signal are presented in figure 10 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

            Figure 10. diagrams of input and ourput signals 
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  III.1.2 Non-inverter 

 

Figure 11. Non-inverter amplifier 

 

    Vout= (R1+R2)/R1 *Vin 

 

 

Figure 12. Results of Simulation of Non-inverter circuit 

III.1.3Integrator  

 
Figure 13. Integrator amplifier 
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III.1.4 Diferentiator  

 
 

Figure 14. Diferentiator amplifier 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

 

 

 

Results of Simulation of the circuit 

 

 
 

Figure 15. Results of Simulation of Diferentiator circuit 
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III.2 Virtual OP- amplifier lab design details   

there are a lot of programming language to create graphical interface but we chose html Even 

it has an advantage and inconvenient but it is derived from the same programming language 

as svg, this language is XML 

III.2.1 Synoptic 

The overall synoptic of our virtual lab design is presented in this flowchart. 

 

 

Figure 16. flowchart of synoptic of the virtual lab design 
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III.2.2 Introduction  

For this work we used Windows 8.1 Internet, Text Editor and, figma and svg editor to draw 

and extract the codes svg. 

We explain here the work we have done through screenshot and diagrams step by step. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 17.the different pages of the interface 
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III.2.3 home page design  

When the student launches the remote-lab website a home page opens consist a black 

background and bleu light shadow and also a slide of pictures and three button (login, sing in, 

gest log ) 

 

 

 

Figure18. home page of remote-lab 

 

To do all of this work we followed the following diagram  

 

 

 

 

 

 

  Figure 19. diagram used for creation of home page 

The explanation of figure 19 

using html we created a web page continent three button (sing in, sing up,gest log) then with 

css we add the color of (background, light shadow, buttonscolor)and finely we used 

JavaScriptfunctions to create a slide of pictures and the click on the button) 

After clicking on the login button, it will open a window with a black background, white area 

for writing and a pink button, so when the student enters his personal data and click on the 

sing up for lab button, an account will be created in the remote-lab. 
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III.2.4 login interface and sing up button design  

on click on the login button and it will open a window as follows 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure20.login interface 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 21. sign up interface 

 

 

 

 

Figure22. diagram used for creation login and sign up interface 

 

The explanation of figure 22 

We used the same diagram of home page to create the login and sign in window we use html 

to create the registration Form and css to give color to background button and writing zone 

and we use the function of JavaScript to Click button and open window in the same page. 
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III.2.5 remote-lab account design  

After we login to the account, we find a page like a Facebook profile contains an animated 

image and a profile picture, and an eight-button each one leads us to a different link. 

 

 

 

Figure23.remotelab account interface 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 24. diagram used for creation of remote lab account  

The explanation of figure 24 

we used the html5 to create the links in the form of  button and we used the css3 to give the 

color and the position of the buttons and the images in the page 

III.2.5  explanation of the acccount button 

Cours :link lead us to the cours (pdf file ). 

Work to do :brochurs are set by teachers to download by students 

Marks :quiz marks given by proffesores 

Log out:lead us to home page  
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Upload photo :by clicking on the button( upload photo) we will be able to put a personal 

picture. 

Profesors :When we hover this button    a list of professors will open containing the 

curriculum vitae of themand the student can communicate with them. 

III.2.6 professors and upload photo button design  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 25.the function of Professors button  

                                                                         Figure 26.the function of upload photo button 

 

 

 

Figure 27. diagram used for creation of professors and upload photo button  

 

The explanation of figure 27 

For the profesors button : we using html to creat the link and css to do the hover and the 

vertical  liste. 

And for upload photo button: we using html to load the base photo and using css to creat 

the hover button and using javascript to upload range  photo and to creat the button of  

accepte or reject picter . 
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III.2.7 practical work page design  

 

When we click on the button of pw it will lead us to an interface. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure28.practical work menu 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 29. diagram used for creation of practical work menu  

The explanation of figure 29 

With Figma: We wrote the welcome text and gave it the white color with Figma ,which 

allows us to convert the text into a svg code Then we put it in a html language to Read it 

By CSS language we moved the welcome text and gave the background black color as we 

arranged the list horizontally and give it a pink color with the addition of shadow 
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III.2.8 schema of op-amplifier design  

Note: Each title from the list is linked to a link that opens another page. 

 

we take as an example differentiator it will open an interface that contains a white background 

and w pink run button and a schema of amplifier drawn by svg format. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 30.the function of differentiator button 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 Figure 31.  practical work simulator 

The explanation of figure 31 

using the svg editor, we drew the schema in svg format then we opened it with figma for 

removed each part of the drew to a separate code then we put the separate draw and each 

cutter in a separate html file next with css we placed every cutter in her position in the 

schema, using JavaScript we created a function that can be replaced an image by another one  
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III.2.9 Notification design  

when we click on it to close the cutouts, and finely we created a run button and we gave it the 

fill and color with css 

note: We made with JavaScript a 

notification in the case clicking on the 

wrong cutter. 

 

 

 

 

III.2.3 execution page design                                  Figure 32. warning notification 

 

 

                                                                            

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 33. diagram used for creation of execution page.       Figure 34. execution page  

 

The explanation of figure 33 

using the svgeditor, we drew the schema in svgformat then we wrote the amplifier formula 

and gave it the white color with Figma, which allows us to convert the text into a svgcode, 

nextwith html we wrote a grid code in svgformat and created a function with JavaScript to 

draw a signal   and finely usingcss we gave the color to the signal and we animate it and we 

animate the amplifier formula too. 
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III.2.10 Quiz page design                                     

 

when we press quiz button it will open to us a pink interface contains a many question and 

black button to send the answers to the professor. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure35.Quizinterface 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 36.  diagram used for creation of the quiz page 

 

The explanation of figure 36 using html, we wrote the quiz and the send button and with css 

we gave it the color and the form. 
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IV Test and Result  

 

 

IV.1 Test and feedback of students on the Designed Virtual Operational 

Amlifier lab 

The designed virtual lab is for 3
rd

 year Licence students in electronic department, the course is 

Operational Amplifier and its applications. 

A group of students have tested it on PC and here is their feed back concerning the 

questionnaire presented in table 4.1 where 10 questions are exposed to get feed back of 

students concerning the virtual op-amplifier lab :  presentation, ease of use, design , circuit  

schema comprehension.  

 

Table IV.1: The questionnaire as a satisfaction survey of the virtual op-amplifier 

Laboratory 

Evaluation Item Strongl
y 
Agree 

Agree Neutral Disagr
ee 

Strongl
y 
Disagr
ee 

I understand most of the textual descriptions 
in the virtual Op-Amp lab 

30% 35 20 10 5 

The images in the virtual Op-Amp lab are 
clear. 

15 32 30 15 8 

I understand the steps of operating procedure 
after using the virtual Op-Amp lab 

25  30  15  20 20 

The contents of the virtual Op-Amp lab show 
me the principle of Operational Amplifier 

45 40 5 5 5 

I actively completed the tasks and took the 
online test. 

20 30 40 10 0 

I downlaoded the course resume from 

virtual lab 

40 45 5 0 0 

Using the virtual Op-Amp lab helps me 
understand the principle Op-Amplifier 

25 30 20 10 5 

I have problem to select suitchs for specific 
PW 

10 15 10 40  

I like to use the virtual Op-Amp lab as an 
interactive teaching material. 

40 30 0 15 15 

The visual design of the virtual Op-Amp lab is 
delightful and consistent. 

05 10 30 40 15 
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IV.2 Discuss results and suggest solutions 

The second scenario to test the application is as folow:  after we finished the application we 

gave it to 20 students from electronic department in licenece level to try it and then we took 

their opinion on it and the result was as follows: 

 

 

Figure 37: Illustration of students’ opinion concerning the interface 

65 % said that it was very good as a new initiative to provide the practical work in the form 

of a graphic user interface, also they said that it had a beautiful form and graphics are so clear 

and easy to use as well as an excellent way to save time through which they can create the 

required work at any time and place. 

It also provides additional information they cannot get in the real classbecause the time given 

to the real lab is not enough to provide and discuss all the information, but in this interface 

can be put an endless number of questions to various professors of the department. 

 

15 % They said it was generally good: on the form level, the GUI is beautiful and clear and at 

the professional level, it is a good initiative to develop and facilitate laboratory work. They 

also said that it is easy for them to use it. It also saves them time, so they can use laboratory 

time in other works. It is also a good way to communicate with teachers, especially students 

who are ashamed to ask questions front their colleagues however It has some disadvantages 

such as inability to control electronic devices. 

 

 

65% 
15% 

20% 

remote-lab 

very good

good

bad
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20% they said that it's bad because they prefer the real laboratory work because it gives them 

the opportunity to work in a group that enables them to acquire more information and to 

discuss the results and lessons between themThis is what they can't do in the graphical 

interfaceand The idea of communicating with a professor is not good because he cannot 

respond to messages instantaneously because they are not chatting, and the things they 

criticized a lot are not to be able to see  the performance of the reel devices and not touch and 

manipulate them ,Oslo they will not be able to create the schema  themselves, however the 

can do all this thing in The real laboratory 

In the end they concluded that virtual laboratory work is merely a theoretical study with an 

applied flavor. And real lab work cannot be replaced by any remote laboratory, no matter how 

much it develops. 

 

We have designed the graphical user interface in the SVG model to keep the graphics clear no 

matter how we zoom on it, also to make it is so easy and clear for any student or professor to 

work regardless of the type of device used (Mobile phone, tablet,  Data Show or Personal 

Computer) 

We have done this virtual op-amplifier-lab for the following reasons: 

To improve the scientific level by replacing the real working session with virtual laboratories 

sessions. Thus, the professor can offer a lot of additional work and lessons. 

It does not remain limited to the number of sessions scheduled in the semester or the extent of 

the availability of practical work class such as the availability of electricity and sections and it 

also saves time for the professor or teatcher instead of re-explaining the lessons and work 

required for each group enough to put them in the user interface for all sections and any 

student facing a problem can send question for the professor responsible of the lesson. 

The student also have a quiz question to enswer, and the responses are sent directly to the 

teacher.  

Finally, it is a good way to reduce the level of cheating among students because the work is 

individual. 
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Students have always complained about the hours they spend studying and how tired they are. 

This interface is the practical solution to reduce the hours imposed on them, so they can take 

advantage of the time of practical work session in other jobs and also allow them the 

opportunity to work in any place and time. 

Also, they can ask an endless number of questions on the professors by messaging, and they 

can also do more than a laboratory work because in the virtual world time has not a limit. 

Also, individual work also teaches them self-reliance and not relying on others to search for 

informationIt helps to develop the capacity of the mind absorptive. 



Conclusion 

 
In this work, We have designed a  graphical user interface based on HTML and SVG 

langages, this  will make it easy and clear for any student or professor to work regardless of 

the type of device used (Mobile phone,tablete  or PC) 

We have done this remote-lab for the following reasons: 

To alow students do their PW any where, No need for more laboratory spaces, teachers can 

access the developed work at any time.  

In our work we used many programming langauges beside HTML to develop the interface.: 

 SGV was used to simplfy grapphic representation of electronic components such as Op-

Amplifier and Signal generator. We used CSS langage to implement component color back 

ground and placing cutters. In this project we were inspired by web design technics to develop 

our virual lab. 

We selected Op-amplifier as application because with this electronic component we develop 

mani Practical works : inverter, non-inverte, active filters, integrator and others. 

We concluded that Viruel labs may help students do their practical work at any time and  any 

where . The developped system were tested on groupe of students and their feedback were 

intersting, the studenst can reply to quiz questions to see their level of understending , they 

can ask of line number of questions to the professors by messaging, and they can also do more 

than a laboratory work because in the virtual world time has not a limit. 

Also, individual work also teaches them self-reliance and not relying on others to search for 

informationIt helps to develop the capacity of the mind absorptive. 

 

 

 

 



Further Work 

IF we continue works in direction of developing Virtual Laboratories, we can cover the other 

electronic subjects, provide much more experiments and increase the flexibility of other 

applications: i.e.logic circuits, transistors , and RLC circuits,. The modifications of the 

systems are planned to implement in following directions: 

a) increasing the interactivity in virtual environments; 

b) user interface improvement; graphicaly; 

c) creation of new services to support connection between laboratories and practicing 

classes; 

d) feedback system developing: enswering questions of students ; 

e) make the gui in 3d format to make it so close to the real lab  

f) add a video of courses to gui 

g) add a window of chatting between students and proffesors  
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this is  some examples of the code used to create the GUI 

 

 

html code of Practical work page 

 

 

 

 

 

 

the css programs for animate the svg text 



 

Css code to do  design of practical work page (color menu …) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Css code to range the cuters is their position on schema 



 

Css code to make run button design 

 

 

Svg cutter code 

 

Svg cutter code 

 

Svg cutter code 

 

svg cutter code 

 



 

Html code of Quiz 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Css code of Quiz 



 

Html schema code 

 

 

 

Html code of execution pw 



 

Css code of execution pw 


